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Abstract.  The chordal graphs have been well-studied because of their desirable algorithmic char- 
acteristics. Many problems that are intractable in the general case are solvable by fast algorithms in 
the chordal case. We show that the chordal graphs are partially ordered under edge set inclusion, and 
describe algorithms for bidirectional traversal of maximal chains in the corresponding cover graph. We 
also describe the embedding of several subclasses of the chordal graphs as subposets of the chordal 
poset, and suggest application of these order relations to the design of improved heuristics for obtaining 
approximate solutions to problems on arbitrary graphs. 
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1. Preliminaries. We consider only simple graphs, allowing neither loops nor 
multiple edges. If G = (V, E )  is a graph, and if W C V ,  then we denote by ( W )  
the subgraph of G induced by W .  Given a graph G = (V,E), we denote by the 
complement of G, i.e., G = (V,F),  where F = {zylz,y E V,xy # E } .  We use X + Y 
to denote the union of disjoint sets X,Y. If G = (V,E), F C E(c), and f E F ,  
then we denote by G + f the graph G' = (V,E + {f}). Similarly, if e E E ,  we 
denote by G - e the graph G' = (V, E\{e}). A graph G = (V, E )  is chordal if G 
contains no induced Ic-cycle for k 2 4. The neighborhood N ( v )  of a vertex 'u E V 
is defined by N ( v )  = {z E V [ v s  E E } ;  the closed neighborhood of 'u is given by 
N [ v ]  = N ( v )  + (v}. A vertex v in G is simplicia1 if ( N ( v ) )  is a clique, i.e., a complete 
subgraph. If V' V, V' # 0, and (V') = (V' ,@),  then V' is an independent set. We 
denote by w(G)  the order of a largest clique in G, and by x (G)  the chromatic number 
of G. For terminology not defined here, see Bondy [l] or West [15]. 
Given a family F = { F,, F,, . . . , Fk} of subsets of some universal set, we may 
construct the intersection graph G of 3 by letting the vertices of G be the elements of 
7 and including the edge F;F, if and only if i # j and F, n F3 # 0. An interval graph is 
a graph G that can be represented as the intersection graph of a family of intervals on 
the real line. If this can be accomplished using intervals of constant length, G is said 
to be unit interval. For details on constructing (unit) interval representations of (unit) 
interval graphs, see Roberts [12, 131. 
It is a well-known fact, first reported by Dirac [ 5 ] ,  that every chordal graph possesses 
a simplicial vertex. The existence of such a vertex, and the fact that chordality is 
hereditary, make possible an efficient recognition algorithm for chordal graphs due. to 
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Fulkerson and Gross [7]. They show that every chordal graph G has a perfect elimination 
ordering, a labeling of the vertices as v1,v2,. . . ,vn such that for each 1 5 i 5 n, v, is 
simplicia1 in (oa, vatl,.  . . , on); moreover, they show that only chordal graphs possess 
such orderings. 
An n-sun, n 2 3, is a chordal graph G on 2n vertices that can be labeled as 
~ 1 , ~ 2 , .  . . sn, 91, y2,. . . ,y, such that z ~ , Q , .  . ,x,,z1 is a cycle (not necessarily in- 
duced), yl ,y2 , .  . . ,yn is an independent set, and N ( y , )  = { x l , z s + l }  for each i = 
1 ,2 , .  . . , n. The addition in subscripts is understood to be cyclic. A strongly chordal 
graph is most simply described as a chordal graph that contains no induced n-sun. 
An efficient recognition algorithm and a number of alternative characterizations can be 
found in Farber [6]. 
A split graph is a graph G = (V, E )  with the property that V can be partitioned as 
V = K + I in such a way that ( K )  is a clique and (I) is an independent set. It follows 
immediately from the definition that G is a split graph if and only if is a split graph. 
It is easy to see that split graphs are chordal, since no cycle on more than three vertices 
allows such a partition. A subclass of the split graphs is the class of threshold graphs. 
A number of characterizations exist; that which we use relies upon a partition of the 
vertices of G = (V, E) in terms of degree. The degree partition of V is defined in the 
following way. If the positive degrees of the vertices of G are dl, d2,. . . , d,, we let D, 
contain all vertices of degree d; for each 1 5 i 5 rn, and place any isolated vertices in 
Do. Then V = Do + D1+. - * + Dm is the degree partition of V .  By a result of Chvgtal 
and Hammer [3], G is threshold if and only if for all x E D,, y E D3, s y  E E if and only 
if i + j > rn. For other characterizations and applications of threshold graphs, as well 
as additional references, see Golumbic [8]. 
A graph G is said to be perfect if x(G') = w(G') for all induced subgraphs G' of 
G. Many well-known classes of graphs fall into the class of perfect graphs, including 
the chordal graphs and the bipartite graphs. Certain classes of perfect graphs arise in 
applications, and many classes of perfect graphs have desirable algorithmic properties. 
For a compilation of much that is known about perfect graphs, see Golumbic [8]. Each 
class of graphs discussed here is a perfect class. 
Let G = (V, E )  be a graph of order n and size q, and suppose that G has some 
property P. We say that G is P-completable if the edges of F can be added serially 
in such a way that each supergraph in the resulting sequence has property P ;  the 
associated ordering el ,  ez, . . . , ek, where k = (i) - g, is a P-completion sequence or, 
when no ambiguity is likely to arise, simply a completion sequence. 
If all graphs with property P are P-completable, we say that the class n of graphs 
with property P is a completion class. Some properties are such that any  ordering of the 
edges missing from a representative G constitutes a completion sequence. For example, 
the class of all connected graphs on p vertices for fixed p is a trivial completion class. We 
are interested in nontrivial cases. In general, we shall refer to such classes as condational 
completion classes; since only conditional completion classes will be considered here, we 
shall omit the adjective. 




. .  
appeared in the work of Grone, Johnson, et al. [9], who showed that the chordal graphs 
constitute a completion class. The proof was constructive and relied on earlier work by 
Rose, Tarjan, and Lueker [14]. In a previous paper [ll], one of the present authors shows 
that a number of additional classes of perfect graphs, most of them chordal, are also 
completion classes. In [lo] we add the strongly chordal graphs to  the list of completion 
classes, and describe algorithms that use elimination orderings to construct completion 
sequences. Here we extend those results. In particular, we describe polynomial-time 
algorithms with which annihilation sequences can be found for a number of these classes. 
While the reversal of a completion sequence is an annihilation sequence, one must 
consider edges in a different order to construct such a sequence directly. 
As a consequence of these results, we show that the chordal graphs of fixed order, 
and many of the subclasses thereof, are in some sense broadly distributed among the 
graphs of that order. Moreover, the chordal graphs and the subclasses studied are 
shown to be partially ordered under edge set inclusion. 
2. Annihilation Sequence Construction. In Ill], we show that the interval, 
unit interval, threshold, and split graphs, among others, are completion classes. While 
the proofs of those results are constructive, it is existence rather than efficient construc- 
tion of such sequences that is established. The naive algorithms suggested in [ll] so 
not, in  general, allow efficient implementation. In [lo], we refine those results to show 
that completion sequences for these graphs can be quite efficiently obtained. We show 
also that similar results can be obtained for the strongly chordal graphs, obtaining as 
a corollary that these also constitute a completion class. 
The algorithms for generating completion sequences follow the lead of Grone et al. 
[9] in that they exploit the existence of characteristic elimination orderings for each 
subclass. The fundamental algorithm (see Algorithm A)  accepts as input a graph 
G = (V, E ) ;  by choosing the appropriate ordering of the vertices, the sequence of edges 
produced is $.completion sequence of some prescribed type. 
This algorithm suffices for constructing completion sequences for interval, split, 
strongly chordal, and threshold graphs. For unit interval graphs, the algorithm requires 
some modification. 
Note that the algorithm can be implemented by a simple nested loop in which 
each of the (i) possible edges is considered exactly once, the order in which they 
are considered completely determined by the labeling. The algorithm is consequently 
quite efficient. While it is clear from earlier work [lo] that alterations to the chordal 
and strongly chordal completion algorithms will result in annihilation algorithms, the 
details have not been presented. In this report, we provide those details, and present 
algorj thms for constructing annihilation algorithms that preserve membership in the 
remaining classes under consideration. 
We use two variations on the theme illustrated by Algorithm A to construct these 
annihilation sequences. Each accepts as input a nonempty graph G = (V, E )  and each 
iteratively deletes edges until the remaining graph is empty. Each algorithm chooses 
from among those vertices with positive degree the vertex v, with the least index. 
The edges incident to  v, are then sequentially deleted until v, is isolated. The first 
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Algorithm A 
Input: Graph G = (V, E )  of order n, size q, with vertex labeling a= v1,. . . , v,. 
BEGIN 
output: K,. 
Go := G; 
Eo := E ;  
s := (;) - q; 
FORi:=l T O s D O  
BEGIN 
kj := max{k) degj-, vk < n - 1); 
j; := max{jlvjvkl 4 E;-,,}; 
e, := Vk,v,,; 
E; := Ej-1 + ej; 
G; := (V,Ei); 
ENDFOR 
END. 
FIG. 1. Generic completion algorithm 
variation, which we here call Algorithm B, chooses at each pass the edge vjvJ satisfying 
j = rnin(k1v;vk E E } ,  while the second variation (Algorithm C) chooses the edge v;vJ 
satisfying j = max(klvivk E E} .  
We show in the following sections that one or the other of these algorithms suffices 
to construct annihilation sequences for the chordal, strongly chordal, interval, unit 
interval, split, and threshold graphs. 
2.1. Chordal Annihilation Sequences. We consider the chordal case first, since 
all of the remaining classes are subclasses of the chordal graphs. The proofs of the 
remaining cases are in most cases variations on the proof of the following theorem. 
As always, it is ultimately the labeling of the vertices that determines the sequence 
returned. The following theorem was impIicit in the work of Rose, Tarjan, and Lueker 
THEOREM 1. Let G = (V, E )  be a chordal graph of order p and size q, and let 
Go, GI,.  . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated b y  Algorithm B. If  the labeling of the 
elements of V corresponds to a perfect elimination ordering, then each of GI , .  . . , G, is 
chordal. 
Proof: We show that if Q is a perfect elimination ordering for G, then Q is a perfect 
elimination ordering for G, for each 1 5 i 5 q. Assume that G = Go is chordal, 
with vertex labels v,, ~ 2 , ~  .  v p  constituting a perfect elimination ordering Q. for G. Let 
G I, .  . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated by the algorithm. If all are chordal, 
then we are done. Assume by way of contradiction that this is not the case, and let Gk 
be the first in the sequence for which Q is not a perfect elimination ordering. Since G is 
chordal, k 2 1. Let i be the least index for which v, is not simplicia1 in Gk - {vJlj < i}. 
11 41. 
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Algorithm B (Graph Annihilation Favoring Least-Indexed Neighbor) 
Input: Graph G = (V, E )  of order n, size g, with vertex labeling CY= vl ,  . . . , v,. 
BEGIN 
output: I,. 
Go := G; 
Eo := E ;  
s := IEI; 
F O R i : = l T O s D O  
BEGIN 
ki := min{kl deg-, Vk > 0); 
j ;  := min{j]vjvk, E Ei-l}; 
e; := Vk, v,, ; 
E; := Ei-l - e;; 




FIG. 2. Annihilation algorithm favoring least-indexed neighbor 
Algorithm C (Annihilation Algorithm Favoring Greatest-Indexed Neighbor) 
Input: Graph G = (V, E )  of order n, size q, with vertex labeling a= v l , .  . . , v,. 
output: I,. 
BEGIN 
Go := G; 
Eo := E ;  
s := \El;  
F O R i : = l T O s D O  
BEGIN 
k, := min{kl deg,-, vk > O}; 
j, := min{jlvjvk, E E,-1}; 
el := vk, v ~ ,  ; 
El := E,-, - e l ;  
G, := (V, E l ) ;  
ENDFOR 
END. 
FIG. 3. Annihilation algorithm favoring greatest-indexed neighbor 
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Consider Nk[v;]. Since v; was simplicia1 in Gk-1 - {vj l j  < i}, then there must be some 
pair of vertices v,,vt E Nk(v;), with i < s , t  and with the property that v,vt E but 
vsvt $ &. This implies that v,vt was deleted by the algorithm. But this would imply 
that min{s,t} < i, a contradiction. It follows that Q is a perfect elimination ordering 
0 for each graph in the sequence, and the proof is complete. 
2.2. Strongly Chordal Annihilation Sequences. While the strongly chordal 
graphs have a forbidden subgraph characterization, as described earlier, such a charac- 
terization is not useful from the algorithmic point of view. More useful is the charac- 
terization in terms of strong elimination orderings; the recognition algorithm given by 
Farber [6] constructs such an ordering in O(n2)  time if such an ordering exists. The 
input-graph must be labeled according to such an ordering. 
THEOREM 2. Let G = (V, E )  be a strongly chordal graph of order p and size q, and 
let Go, GI,. . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated b y  Algorithm B. If the labeling of 
the elements of V corresponds to a strong elimination ordering, then each of GI,. . . , G, 
is strongly chordal. 
Proof We show that if Q is a strong elimination ordering for G, then cy is a strong 
elimination ordering for Gj for each 1 5 i 5 q. Assume that G = Go is strongly chordal, 
with vertex labels TI;, 212,. . . , vp constituting a strong elimination ordering cy for G. Let 
GI, ,  . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated by the algorithm. If all are strongly 
chordal, then we are done. Assume by way of contradiction that this is not the case, 
and let Gk be the first in the sequence for which Q is not a strong elimination ordering. 
Since G is strongly chordal, k 2 1. Let i be the least index for which v, is not simple 
in Gk - {vj l j  < 2 ) .  Consider Nk[v;]. Since v, was simple in Gk-l - { v j ( j  < i}, then 
there must be some pair of vertices vs,vt E N ~ ( D ; ) ,  with i < s , t  and with the property 
that v, and vt are not compatible in Gk but were compatible in Gk-l. By Theorem 1 
we know that .v,vt E Ek. Since v, and vt were compatible in Gk-l, it follows that the 
algorithm has removed an edge incident to one of these. Since this has occurred before 
v; has become isolated, then v; must be one endpoint of the missing edge. But deleting 
a vertex from N ( v i )  can have no effect on the pairwise compatibility of the remaining 
0 neighbors of v;, so we have a contradiction and the result follows. 
2.3. Split Annihilation Sequences. Split graphs have a simple characterization 
in terms of their structure, but this does not lend itself to direct application in devising 
algorithms for working with these graphs. Fortunately, other characterizations are 
available; it turns out that simply ranking the vertices by degree provides the key to  
a fast recognition algorithm, and it it this degree sequence ordering that we use as 
input to the algorithm. But in  proving the correctness of the result, we fall back on the 
structural characterization. 
THEOREM 3.  Let G = (V, E )  be a split graph of order p and size q ,  with degree 
sequence ordering cy. Let p be the reversal of Q.  Let Go, GI,. . . , G, be the sequence of 
graphs generated by Algorithm B using as the vertex ordering. Then each of GI, .  . . , G, 
is a splzt graph. 
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Proof By definition of split graph, the vertices of G can be partitioned as V = K U I ,  
where ( K )  is a maximal clique and I is an independent set. If x E I and y E K ,  
then clearly deg(s) 5 deg(y), with equality possible only if y has no neighbor in I and 
N ( z )  = K - (y}. Partition I = I< U I=, where I< = (x E Ildeg(z) < lK1 - 1) and 
I= = (z E Ildeg(z) < IrCl - 1). If I= = 0, then it is obvious that each graph in 
the sequence GI,. . . , Gp is a split graph. Suppose I= is not empty. Certainly the first 
II<I vertices can be isolated without destroying the split property, since the clique K 
is preserved. Since I= is nonempty, then every vertex 2 E I= is adjacent to  exactly 
IKl - 1 vertices of K and consequently nonadjacent to exactly one vertex y E K .  Since 
deg(z) = deg(y), it is possible that y will be processed before x. But K-(y} +(x} is a 
clique, and I - {x} + (y} is an independent set, so the split property is maintained. It 
is easy to see that the split property is maintained once the vertices in I= have become 
isolated. The result follows. 0 
2.4. Threshold Annihilation Sequences. Threshold graphs are a special case 
of the split graphs. Like the class of split graphs, the class of threshold graphs is 
closed under the taking of complements. For applications and characterizations, see 
Golumbic (81. The input ordering is by vertex degree, as in the case of split graphs. The 
characterization used in the proof of the following t.heorem is simple: every connected 
threshold graph has at least one dominating vertex, and since the threshold property is 
hereditary then it follows that the subgraph obtained by deleting a dominating vertex 
is threshold and therefore has a dominating vertex of its own. 
THEOREM 4. Let G = (V, E )  be a threshold graph of order p and size q, and let 
Go, GI, .  . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated by Algorithm B. If the labeling of the 
elements of V corresponds to a threshold elimination ordering, then each of GI, .  . . , G, 
is a threshold graph. 
Proof We show that if Q is a threshold elimination ordering for G then Q is a threshold 
elimination ordering for G;, 1 5 i 5 p .  Let k be the least index such that Gk is not 
threshold. Let r be the greatest index such that v, is not a dominating vertex in 
Gk - {v,li > r } } .  By our hypothesis, there exists some vertex s < T such that v,v, 
was an edge in Gk-] but was deleted at the most recent iteration of the algorithm. 
Moreover, it must be the case that v, has positive degree in Gk, since we are not 
concerned with isolated vertices. But if v,v, has just been deleted, it must be the 
case that T = min{t(v,vt E in which case v, is in fact a dominating vertex in 
D Gk - {v,li > T }  and the proof is complete. 
2.5. Interval Annihilation Sequences. Interval graphs have a number of char- 
acterizations, some of which are described earlier in this report. The characteriza- 
tion that we dse here is that every interval graph possesses (and no noninterval graph 
possesses) an interval elimination ordering, which is an ordering of the vertices as 
V I ,  v,: . . . , vp with the property that if i < j < k and if V,Vk E E then V j V k  E E.  This 
characterization is, in a sense, a restatement of the characterization due to Fulkerson 
and Gross [ 7 ] .  
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THEOREM 5.  Let G = (V, E )  be an interval graph of order p and size q, and let  
Go, GI,. . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated by Algorithm B. If  the labeling of the 
elements of V corresponds to an interval elimination ordering, then each of G1,. . . , G, 
is an interval graph. 
Proof: Let G = (V,E) be as described. Assume that the labeling of the vertices 
corresponds to an interval elimination ordering. Let rn = min{jla fails for Gj}. By 
definition of interval elimination ordering, it follows that there exist vertices vi, vj, Vk, 
with i < j < k, such that VjVk E Em but vjvk # Em. Since a was an interval elimination 
ordering for Gm-1, then VjVk E Em-1. But then the algorithm deleted vjvk, which 
I3 implies that j < i, and we have a contradiction. 
2.6. Unit Interval Annihilation Sequences. This is the only case requiring 
Algorithm C. In all other respects, the proof is similar to its predecessors. The ordering 
that we use is a bicompatible elimination ordering, which is most succinctly described 
as an labeling of the vertices with the remarkable property that both v1, v2, . . . ,,vp and 
vp, vp-1 Idots, v1 are perfect elimination orderings. 
THEOREM 6. Let G = (V, E )  be a unit interval graph of order p and size q, and 
let Go, GI,. . . , G, be the sequence of graphs generated by Algorithm C. If  the labeling 
of the elements of V corresponds to a bicompatible elimination ordering, then each of 
GI,. . . , G, is a unit interual graph. 
Proof: Suppose G = (V,E) is a unit interval graph as described, with bicompatible 
elimination ordering a. Denote by 0 the reversal of a. By definition of bicompatible 
ordering, both a and p are perfect elimination orderings. Let Gm be the first in the 
sequence of graphs produced by the algorithm for which a is not a bicompatible ordering. 
Let vrvt be the edge most recently removed by the algorithm, and suppose r < t .  We 
have two possibilities. First suppose that a is not a perfect elimination ordering for 
Gm. By hypothesis, cy was a perfect elimination ordering for Gm-1. Since vrvt has 
just been deleted, we know that the set { q l z  < r }  is an independent set in Gm, so 
the failure of a for Gm implies that there is some v,, with r 5 s, such that v, is not 
simplicia1 in Gm - {vili < s}. Since vrvt is the edge that caused the trouble, it follows 
that r 2 s, from which we have r = s. But deleting an edge incident to v, cannot 
affect the simpliciality of vr, so Q turns out to be a perfect elimination ordering for G, 
after all. The problem must lie with p. For the deletion of vrvt to cause ,D to fail as a 
perfect elimination ordering for Gm it must be that v,, where w > t ,  is not simplicia1 in 
Gm - {v,li > w}. Since this is not the case in Gm-1, it follows that v, f Nm(vw). But 
this is impossible, since the algorithm would have deleted v,v, before deleting vrvt. So 
P is a perfect elimination ordering for each graph in the generated sequence, and the 
result follows. D 
3. Complexity of Const ruc t ing  Annihilation Sequences. Since algorithms 
B and C are both quadratic in  the  number of vertices ( h e a r  in the number of edges), 
we know that the cost of constructing annihilation sequences is fl(n') for graphs of 
order n, provided the input graphs are classified a priori as chordal, etc., and that the - 
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FIG. 4. The least upper bound of G1 and Gz is  undefined. 
associated elimination orderings are in hand. In the chordal, strongly chordal, split, and 
threshold cases, we can construct these orderings in O(n2)  time, while in the interval 
and unit interval cases we must work harder, obtaining the desired orderings in O(n3)  
time. 
4. A Partial Ordering of the Chordal Graphs. If we let G(") denote the set 
containing all graphs of order n, and if we say for any graphs G ,  H E G(") that G 5 H 
if E(G)  C E ( H ) ,  then it is easy to see that (Gc"), 5 )  is a partially ordered set. In fact, 
* (Gc")', 5 )  is a,lattice. There is nothing particularly astonishing in this observation; if we 
denote by V(2) the collection of all order-:! subsets of V, then every graph with vertex 
set V has for its edge set some subset of V(2). It follows that (G(n),  5 )  E (P(V(2)) ,  E). 
It is clear from the work of Grone, Johnson, et al. [9] that every chordal graph allows 
at least one completion sequence, and implicit in their work that every chordal graph 
allows at least one annihilation sequence. These phenomena combined reveal that the 
chordal graphs of order n constitute a subposet of (G("),S). This subposet is not a 
sublattice, since if G and H are chordal graphs of order n then inf(G, H) and sup(G, H )  
might not be chordal. If we view the chordal subposet as a poset in its own right and 
ignore the embedding in (G("),S), then it is possible for graphs G and H to have 
competing upper (lower) bounds. For a simple example, consider the two elements 
G1,Gz E G(4) as shown in Figure 4. Each is isomorphic to P4, a path on four vertices. 
In (G(4) ,  A), their supremum is found by taking the union of their respective edge sets. 
The result, a four-cycle, is not chordal. In fact, el and Gz have no common chordal 
supergraph of size four. Their nearest common chordal supergraphs are of size five, 
and are labeled H I ,  Hz in the same figure. Neither contains the other, so sup(G1, G2) 
is undefined. Nevertheless, it is certain (by construction) that every chordal graph lies 
on at least one maximum chain in the chordal poset. 
So the chordal graphs of order n are broadly distributed within the less organized 
set of general graphs of order n. For any 0 5 k _< (;), there is at least one chordal 
graph of order n with k edges. For n close to the middle of this range, there are many 
such graphs. Since the strongly chordal graphs are themselves chordal, we see that the 
strongly chordal graphs constitute a subposet of the chordal graphs, as do the interval 
graphs. The unit interval graphs are of course interval, so they constitute a subposet 
of the interval graphs, as do the threshold graphs. The split graphs constitute another 
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subposet of the chordal graphs, and the threshold graphs turn up as a subposet of 
the split graphs, as well. This a surprisingly rich structure that we find embedded in 
the relatively uninteresting lattice (Gc"), 5) ,  and it is reasonable to anticipate that a 
deeper understanding of this structure will be of use in designing improved algorithms 
for finding approximate solutions to real-world problems. 
5. Directions for Further Work. The strongly chordal graphs are associated 
with a particular family of integral polyhedra, and with a related family of 0, I-matrices 
called totally balanced. It will be interesting to discover what, if any, significance the 
strong completion and annihilation sequences have when viewed through a "polyhedral 
lens ." 
We have confirmed a conjecture, first stated in [lo], that the classes under consid- 
eration are each partially ordered under edge set inclusion. Particularly in the chordal 
case, this phenomenon might be of use in developing heuristics to solve general com- 
pletion problems in which one seeks a graph with some property P that is as close as 
possible in some metric to a particular input graph G. Problems that must be resolved 
are numerous. For example, we need a measure of distance between an arbitrary graph 
G and the chordal poset. What could be meant by "nearest chordal neighbor"? Intu- 
itively, it is tempting to use for this measure the minimum cardinality of the symmetric 
differences of the edge set of the graph in question and the edge sets of each chordal 
graph at the same level in the poset; this is essentially taking the Hamming distance 
between characteristic vectors of edge sets. Minimal chordal supergraphs and maximal 
chordal subgraphs have enjoyed some consideration in heuristics for solving coloring, 
scheduling, and related problems ([4]), and we are optimistic that these new results can 
be brought to bear on the same problems. Another obvious question is one of naviga- 
tion, in the following sense: suppose G is not chordal, and we are faced with finding a 
near-optimal coloring of G. Suppose furthermore that we have in hand a chordal graph 
H that is, say, a maximal chordal subgraph of G. We would like to exploit the availabil- 
ity of cheaply-generated completion sequences to traverse a chordal chain upward until 
we reach a chordal supergraph of G, but which chain do we choose? More precisely, 
in view of the algorithm's dependence on the vertex labels, which vertex labeling do 
we choose? We suspect that this is itself an NP-complete problem but that heuristics 
might be devised to find productive, if suboptimal, choices. For example, we'might 
consider using a genetic algorithm to choose promising labelings of the vertex set, or 
adopt a strategy that assigns vertex labels in ascending or descending order by vertex 
degree. 
In addition to pursuing applications of these results, the substructures embedded 
in (Gc"), 5 )  and revealed here merit further study. 
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